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Changing Ticketed Reservations 

WHEN CHANGING A TICKETED RESERVATION A USER CAN: 

 Change any single carrier domestic itinerary prior to the allowable departure time on the following 

carriers: American (AA), Alaska (AS), Continental (CO), Delta (DL), Frontier (F9), Airtran (FL), United 

(UA), US Airways (US), and Southwest (WN) 

 Change an in policy booking to an out of policy booking, or vice-versa 

 Change a non-refundable to a refundable ticket or vice-versa on a configurable basis and in accordance 

with carrier rules 

 Re-use the original air ticket, with or without a destination change 

 Select a different unused ticket to apply if changing the destination 

 Add a hotel or car to an existing one-way or round-trip air booking 

 Change a hotel booking (booked online or offline) at any time prior to departure  

 Search for a new hotel if the modified dates are not available at the current hotel 

 Change a car booking (booked online or offline) at any time prior to departure 

 Change a one-way or round-trip offline originated trip by adding, changing or canceling hotel or rental 

car segments 

 Add a hotel and/or rental car in a city not in the current itinerary 

WHEN CHANGING A TICKETED RESERVATION A USER CANNOT: 

 Change a multi-carrier itinerary 

 Change a reservation where the fare quote from ITA did not match the fare quote in the GDS at the time  

the original reservation was created.  You’ll encounter this when the rate during the initial booking 

changed (higher/lower) on the Trip Review page.  Also, you can tell if the fare rules are generic vs. 

specific; i.e. ‘There are change fees’ vs. ‘There is a $150 change fee’ 

 Change international itineraries (non-US, including Canada) 

 Change a multi-city itinerary 

 Change the air portion of a trip originally booked offline 

 Change the flights for a trip with a paper ticket 

 Change the flights for a trip with more than one ticket (i.e. split ticketed) 

 Change any portion of a trip that has already commenced 

 Keep the same trip/PNR locator if changing a destination 

 Select a different carrier for the same destination of original carrier is available 

 Insert an additional flight leg into the itinerary or change just the outbound or return legs of a trip.  When 

changing just the return leg, the entire itinerary is rebooked. 

 Use only the add/collect portion of the new ticket to determine policy status 

 Add or insert air segments to an existing hotel and/or car only booking 

 Change the flights on a reservation where the flights were booked/changed offline. 
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NOTE: In all cases of a changed itinerary, when the user selects purchase, the original itinerary is cancelled and 

all changed segments are rebooked.  If traveling to the same destination, it stays in the same PNR.  If traveling 

to a new destination, a new PNR is created. 

  

Canceling Ticketed Reservations 

WHEN CANCELING A TICKETED RESERVATION A USER CAN: 

 Cancel a reservation that meets one or more of the following criteria: single passenger trip, single or 

multiple carrier itineraries, either domestic or international containing an E-Ticket.    

 Cancel any hotel which has a deposit or is within cancellation window 

 Cancel any car in the itinerary prior to pickup 

 Cancel a reservation where the fare quote from ITA did not match the fare quote in the GDS at the time 

of the original reservation was created 

 Cancel a reservation that was booked or changed offline 

WHEN CANCELING A TICKETED RESERVATION A USER CANNOT: 

 Only cancel a portion of the air itinerary. They must cancel all flights or none of the flights 

 Cancel a trip with a paper ticket 

 Cancel a trip post departure 

 Cancel a car past the pickup date/time 

 Cancel flights booked on an instant purchase carrier 

 

Automatic Voids and Refunds 
 

TICKETS WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE VOIDED WHEN: 

 The tickets are online / offline, booked domestic / international, within the (strict 24 hour) void period  

 

TICKETS WILL NOT AUTOMATICALLY BE VOIDED WHEN:  

 Split tickets 

 Multiple e-tickets issued 

 Exchanged Ticket  

 

TICKETS WILL BE REFUNDED WHEN: 

 The tickets are online booked domestic / international trips where full (complete) fare details are 

available and the tickets are not within the void period and are refundable 

 

TICKETS WILL NOT BE REFUNDED WHEN: 

 Split tickets 

 Multiple e-tickets issued 

 Exchanged ticket 
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Unused Tickets Functionality 
 

UNUSED TICKET OVERVIEW 

COMING SOON, there will be two types of unused tickets that can be supported on Rearden. They are: 

 Validated Tickets: Tickets originated online and are managed through the online unused ticket 

database (CURRENTLY AVAILABLE) 

 Non-Validated Tickets: Tickets that were uploaded by Blue Ribbon Travel using the upload unused 

ticket functionality (COMING SOON) 

 

The following rules apply when booking new reservations online: 

 On the search results, an unused ticket icon is placed below the applicable carrier in the matrix and on 

each applicable search result for both validated and non-validated tickets.  This is to remind the user 

they have an unused ticket that can be applied to their new trip. 

 Validated Unused tickets are offered on single carrier, non-refundable itineraries where the exchange 

would result in an even exchange or additional collection.  This is supported for the following carriers 

only: American (AA), Alaska (AS), Continental (CO), Delta (DL), Frontier (F9), Airtran (FL), United (UA), 

US Airways (US) and Southwest (WN) 

 (COMING SOON) Non-validated tickets are offered on any single carrier, non-refundable itineraries 

which could result in an even exchange, additional collection, or residual balance. 

 Policy can be configured to require a user to fly a carrier where an unused ticket can be applied when 

all other conditions compared to other carriers are in policy. 

 When more than one unused ticket is available, the ticket closest to expiration is used  

 Online validated unused tickets will be pre-filtered to not offer tickets that have a higher value than what 

is needed for the new trip 

 (COMING SOON) Offline non-validated tickets will not pre-filter with a residual value. Blue Ribbon 

Travel will determine exchange applicability per airline/per instance offline, outside of the Rearden 

Personal Assistant. 

 
 

HOW WILL VALIDATED AND NON-VALIDATED TICKETS COMPARE? 

VALIDATED UNUSED TICKETS       

(CURRENTLY AVAILABLE) 

NON-VALIDATED UNUSED TICKETS   

(COMING SOON) 

Must be single passenger / single carrier itinerary Must be single passenger / single carrier itinerary 

Ticket must be marked as not pending exchange Ticket must be marked as not pending exchange 

Cost is broken down on Trip Review page 
Generic unused ticket message is placed on Trip 

Review page 

All coupons have “Open” status Coupon status is not validated 

Coupon status checked upon user login Coupon status is not checked upon user 

login. 

Exchange would result in even exchange or 

additional collection 

Exchange can result in even exchange, 

additional collection or residual value 
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Residual value table verified – ticket 

exchanges that would result in a residual 

value will be pre-filtered out 

Residual value table not verified – ticket 

exchanges that would result in a residual 

value will not be pre-filtered out 

Refundable tickets with zero penalty are 

marked as “unusable” and would not be 

offered for exchange 

Penalty presence is not a factor in offering 

ticket. Penalty can be specific amount, zero 

or null. 

Domestic Origination Domestic or International Origination 

Documentation can be used to complete an 

automated exchange 

Unused tickets should be evaluated by an 

agent before an exchange is completed 

Do not display tickets past expiration Do not display tickets past expiration 

 

HOW ARE VALIDATED TICKETS PLACED ON THE UNUSED TICKET DATABASE? 

There are 3 ways a validated unused ticket is placed into the unused ticket database: 

1. When a user cancels a non-refundable ticket that originated online. The Rearden Personal Assistant 

captures the ticket information and places it into the database for future use. 

2. When a user calls an agent directly to cancel a non-refundable ticket that originated online and the PNR 

is synchronized with the Rearden Personal Assistant. 

3. After the travel date, the personal assistant checks the status of the ticket, and if all flight coupons still 

contain an “Open” status, the ticket is placed into the unused ticket database. 

NOTE: A ticket will not be evaluated for the unused ticket bank if the PNR is not completely empty. If a PNR has 

air/hotel and the user cancels the air, the unused ticket will not be evaluated until the hotel is used or cancelled. 

 

Offline tickets can be uploaded into the unused ticket database for any carrier as long as they have a 10 digit 

ticket number. 

 
HOW ARE VALIDATED TICKETS REMOVED FROM THE UNUSED TICKET DATABASE? 

There are 2 ways an unused ticket is removed from the unused ticket database: 

1. Once an unused ticket is recommended for exchange, the ticket is automatically marked “Pending 

Exchange”.  After 24 hours, the Rearden Personal Assistant check the status of the ticket again.  If the 

coupon status is no longer “Open” the ticket is removed from the unused ticket database. 

2. Each time a traveler logs in; the personal assistant checks the status of all the unused tickets in the data 

base.  If the coupon status is no longer “Open” the ticket is removed from the unused ticket database. 


